Mitotic count is a commonly used method to assess the level of progression of breast cancer, which is now the fourth most prevalent cancer. Unfortunately, counting mitosis is a tedious and subjective task with poor reproducibility, especially for non-experts. Luckily, since the machine can read and compare more data with greater efficiency this could be the next modern technique to count mitosis. Furthermore, technological advancements in medicine have led to the increase in image data available for use in training. In this work, we propose a network constructed using a similar approach to one that has been used for image fraud detection with the segmented image map as the second stream input to Faster RCNN [27]. This region-based detection model combines a fully convolutional Region Proposal Network to generate proposals and a classification network to classify each of these proposals as containing mitosis or not. Features from both streams are fused in the bilinear pooling layer to maintain the spatial concurrence of each. After training this model on the ICPR 2014 MITOSIS contest dataset [29] , we received an F-measure score of , higher than both the winners score and scores from recent tests on the same data. Our method is clinically applicable, taking only around five min per ten full High Power Field slides when tested on a Quadro P6000 cloud GPU.
Introduction
It is estimated that breast cancer incidences will increase by more than 50% by 2030 from 2011 [4] . Mitosis counting is one of the commonly used methods of assessing the level of progression of breast cancer, and is a routine task for every patient diagnosed with invasive cancer [4] . The Nottingham Grading System (NGS) is recommended by various professional bodies internationally (World Health Organization [WHO], American Joint Committee on Cancer [AJCC], European Union [EU] , and the Royal College of Pathologists (UK RCPath) [24] . It says that tubule formation, nuclear pleomorphism, and mitotic index should each be rated from 1 to 3, with the final score ranging between 3 and 9. This is divided into three grades: Grade 1, score 35, well differentiated; Grade 2, score 67, moderately differentiated; and Grade 3, score 89, poorly differentiated [3] . Although mitotic count is the strongest prognostic value [19] , it is tedious and subjective task with poor reproducibility, especially for non-experts [37] .
When pathologists need to make this assessment of the tumor, they start by finding the region with the highest proliferative activity. The mitotic count is defined in a region from 10 consecutive high-power fields (HPF) within a space of 2mm 2 . Variation in phase and slide preparation techniques make it possible to misdiagnose. Depending on whether the mitosis is in one of the four main phases: prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase the shape of the differs significantly. For example, when in telophase it is split into to separate regions even though they are still one connected mitotic cell. Apoptotic cells (or cells going through preprogrammed cell death) and other scattered pieces of waste on the slides can also easily be confused with mitoses, having a similar dark spotty appearance. The variation in the process of obtaining the slides using different scanners and techniques may also make distinguishing cells difficult. Furthermore, trained pathologists need to examine hundreds of high power fields (HPF) of histology images, meaning biopsies can take up to ten days before the patient receives results [25] . The increasing numbers of breast cancer incidences calls for a more time and cost efficient method of prognosis, which could later even help to provide care to impoverished regions. Automatic image analysis has recently proven to be a possible solution, with inter-observer agreement when tested against the human judgement [37] .
Due to the recent progress in digital medication, a large amount of of data has became available for use in the medical studies. Machine learning has helped to discover new characteristics of cancer mutations by sorting through more image data than humanly possible and by simultaneously analyzing all of the millions of image pixels undetectable to the human eye. For example, in the field of histopathology machine learning algorithms have been used for analysis of scanned slides to assist in tasks including diagnosis [13] . The use of computing in image analysis may reduce variability in interpretation, improve classification accuracy, and provide clinicians (or those in training) with a second opinion [13] .
Deep learning often outperforms traditional methods such as use the of handcrafted features alone since features and classifiers are simultaneously optimized. This is because pathological images are texture-like in nature, making them ideal task for CNN to learn with their shift invariance and pooling operations. They are also well-suited to learn high level features such as mitotic count, which is likely what made CNN methods winners of the MITOS-ATYPIA 2012 challenge [30] , the MITOS-ATYPIA 2014 challenge [29] , and the AMIDA 2013 challenge [38] [25] . On the other hand, CNN lacks cell level supervision and often requires limiting the size of the input image so that sub-image features can be learned.
Faster-RCNN [27] is a newer more sophisticated model that combines a CNN with a Region Proposal Network (RPN) to classify sub-image region proposals, while using a sliding window to produce spatial coordinates for bounding boxes associated with certain classes. This technique was used to improve upon current methods of object detection in both speed and accuracy. Consequently, the novel idea to apply these object detection networks to detect non-objects such as mitosis detection by [25] resulted in an F-score of 0.955 (6.22% more accurate than the previous score of 0.900 achieved by the model proposed by [31] on the above challenge datasets when trained on all 3 datasets.)
The classification models used for image tampering detection are highly similar to that of mitosis detection in HPFs in that their purpose is to localize regions of interest with different textures (indistinguishable to the human eye). Another application of this network to non-objects was a bilinear version of Faster RCNN to detect image tampering in [45] which largely outperformed an individual stream as well as many current 'state-of-the-art' methods on standard image manipulation datasets. The purpose of the RGB (red, green, blue color scale) stream is to find regions of high color contrast difference, while the purpose of the second stream (the noise stream) is to extract regions with noise inconsistency. Region proposals are taken from the RGB stream alone, but features from both streams are fused in the bilinear pooling layer to maintain the spatial concurrence of each.
Even higher accuracy was obtained by applying an algorithm for image tampering segmentation as input to the second stream in place of the noise map [43] [44] , because segmentation achieves a higher contrast between textures. Histopathological image segmentation is also commonly used to extract and highlight objects of interest from the background of the image (with different textures) for further identification. Some of the methods used for mitosis counting or cancer cell identification have included thresholding (using Fourier descriptors, wavelets or Otsu), edge detection (using Canny and Sobel filters), or clustering (such as k-means, mean-shift, and K-nn) [16] [35] . Since the segmented image map can significantly improve classification accuracy in image tampering by applying it as input to a second stream of the Faster RCNN model, it also can improve mitosis detection accuracy. In this work, classification accuracy is improved by applying a segmented image map as input to a second stream of the model.
Related Work
Techniques used to count mitosis in HPF images typically fall into the category of those based on handcrafted features or CNN features. The handcrafted features are explicit characteristics of mitosis designed based on the histopathologists knowledge of the morphology, intensity and texture. Current methods also often fall into the category of considering mitosis detection as a classification problem or as a semantic segmentation problem. When it is framed as a classification problem each of the regions are usually classified as containing a mitosis or no-mitosis using a sliding window across the image. On the other hand, when it is framed as a segmentation problem a fully connected network is often used to give each pixel in the image a given intensity where a threshold determines whether or not it is a pixel contained in a mitosis. A number of contests have been held to motivate groups to compete to design the best computer aided detection system (where the mitosis is mapped according to pixel intensity.) These include the 2012 International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR12) [30] Mitosis Detection Contest, the Assessment of Mitosis Detection Algorithms 2013 Challenge (AMIDA13) [38] and the 2014 ICPR Mitosis Detection Challenge (MITOS-ATYPIA-14) [29] .
There have been a number of other handcrafted feature methods tested on ICPR 2012. (Liu et al., 2010) proposed a two part mitosis event detection technique using hidden conditional random field, where candidate spatiotemporal sub-regions were segmented by image pre-conditioning and volumetric segmentation [21] . (Huh et al. 2011 ), use phase-contrast microscopy images consisting of three steps: candidate patch sequence construction, visual feature extraction, and identification of mitosis occurrence/temporal localization of birth event [11] . (Khan et al., 2012) modeled mitosis intensities by a gamma distribution and those from non-mitotic regions by a gaussian distribution [12] . (Sommer et al., 2012 ) trained a pixel-wise classifier is to segment candidate cells, which are classified into mitotic and non-mitotic cells based on object shape and texture [33] . (Huang & Lee, 2012) propose an extension of a generic ICA, focusing the components of differences between the two classes of training patterns [10] . (Veta et al., 2013) extracts image segmentation with the Chan-Vese level set method and classifies potential objects based on a number of size, shape, color and texture features [36] . (Tek et al. 2013) use an ensemble of cascade adaboosts classified mainly by a shape-based feature, which counted granularity and red, green, and blue channel statistics [34] . There have been a few groups using handcrafted-features to report F-measure scores close to the highest score achieved in the ICPR 2012 contest. For example, (Irshad, 2013) proposed a method where cells are segmented by extracting various color channel features followed by a candidate detection that included Laplacian of Gaussian, thresholding, and morphological operations, achieving an F-measure score of 0.72 on the ICPR 2012 dataset. (Irshad et al., 2013) then extended this model combining texture features with decision tree and SVM classifiers increasing to an F-measure score of 0.76. (Nateghi et al., 2014) omit non-mitosis candidates by a cast function and by minimization using Genetic Optimization, before cooccurrence, run-length matrices and Gabor features are extracted from the rest of candidates to classify mitosis with SVM, achieving an F-score of 0.78 [23] .
Most of the latest most-efficient machine algorithms for mitosis detection have been deep learning-based since it is hard to manually design meaningful and discriminative features well enough to separate a mitosis from a non-mitosis due to the variation and complexity of the shapes. With a large number of labeled training images feature extraction is left to the DNN which is optimized using mini-batch gradient descent. Low level layers learn the low level features of the training images, while high level features are learned by the deep layers. Although data-driven models are more computationally expensive, they have the advantage of being able to detect features that cannot be represented by handcrafted features.
For example, (Cirean et al., 2013) used a feed-forward net made of suc-cessive pairs of convolutional and max-pooling layers, followed by several fully connected layers [6] . This approach achieved an F-measure score of 0.78, the winning score in the ICPR 2012 contest summarized in [30] , yet it requires multiple days for training and making it less clinically applicable. Additionally, ( There has also been a number attempts to combine the domain and learned characteristics to exploit the benefits of each. For example, present a cascaded approach separately extracting each type of features for each sub-image region, achieving an F-score of 0.73 on ICPR 2012. Regions where the two individual classifiers disagree are further classified by a third classifier, and the final prediction score is a weighted average of the outputs of all classifiers [40] . (Malon et al., 2013) combines color, texture, and shape features from segmented mitosis regions with extracted by convolutional neural networks (CNN), achieving an 0.66 F-score [22] .
Since mitosis counting is more of an object detection problem, a number of region-based CNN approaches have been proposed, achieving scores which exceed those of standard deep learning. (Cirean et al., 2013) , the winners of the ICPR 2012 contest first modeled the problem using a sliding window version of CNN. (Li et al., 2018) developed a three stage region-based CNN to run only on a CPU. This included a course candidate extractor to classify each pixel as mitosis or not, a fine candidate extractor that uses a CNN to output a probability map of a mitosis, and a final predictor with a CNN at a higher threshold [20] . ) uses a region based convolutional neural network (RCNN) which beat all three contest winners scores when trained on all three datasets from each contest [26] . Only the last layer of the RGB stream CNN is used as input to the RPN, so both streams share these region proposals. Then the ROI pooling layer selects spatial features from each stream and outputs a fixed length feature vector for each proposal. The RoI features from the RGB stream alone are used for the final mitosis bounding box location prediction. Then, Bilinear ROI pooling is used to obtain spatial co-occurrence features from both streams [45] .
Methods

U-net Segmentation
Part of the process of preparing the data for training Faster R-CNN includes applying segmentation to the images for application to the segmentation stream. This was done with a U-net, as shown in the parts 1 and 2 of the block diagram of Figure 1 which lays out the training process. This a 23-layer network is based on the work of (Ronneberger et al., 2015) [28] , winner of ISBI Challenges in biomedical image segmentation and cell tracking [2] . The down-sampling side of the U doubles the number of features in each step while the up-sampling side halves features in each step. The contracting path uses repeated pairs of 3x3 un-padded convolutions to capture image context before a rectified linear unit (ReLU), followed by a 2x2 max pooling operation with stride two. The symmetric expanding path helps to achieve localization and uses a 2x2 convolution and two 3x3 convolutions each followed by a ReLU. This image segmentation network requires ground truth images for training. In other words, a black image with a white mask in the area of localization needs to be fed to the network, simultaneously, with each RGB (red, green, blue color scale) image subsection (described in 5.1), as shown in Figure 1 labeled part 1. Ground truth data for the segmentation network is created for each image subsection in the training set by drawing a square of black pixels the same size as each image subsection, with a white circle of pixels in the same location of mitosis using the annotated coordinates of the mitosis location (provided with the dataset.) Images input into U-net must also be slightly downsized to avoid padding issues. U-net is then trained for 80 iterations on half of the Faster R-CNN training set (consisting of only the Aperio scanner images and their corresponding ground truth images), while it is tested on the images from both scanners to create the full set of segmented training data for the segmentation stream input of Faster R-CNN. It is important that at least half of the test data for U-net is not in the training set since the actual test images for the full multi-stream network will not be in the training set of U-net. This avoids overfitting U-net to allow for imperfections in segmented training data.
Multi-Stream CNN
The framework presented in parts labeled 3 through 10 of Figure 1 is a multistream version of the Faster R-CNN object detection network [27] . In this work, the network is adapted to classify regions of interest having a mitosis, instead of classifying actual physical objects. One stream takes an input of the segmented image map while the the other takes an input of the original RGB image. In part 3, the segmented training data output from U-net is used for input to the segmentation stream of the multi-stream Faster-RCNN. Original images with all three color channels are used again in Faster R-CNN as input to the RGB stream. The purpose of the segmentation stream is to provide additional evidence of mitosis locations by emphasizing the segmented features picked up by U-net. The base convolutional neural network (CNN) in part 4 is a VGG-16 network pre-trained on ImageNet [7] . Around 9 boxes with different scales and aspect ratios are generated from each position (anchor) of the output feature map produced in the last layer of the CNN (part 5). This produces thousands of boxes that can be used for region proposals generated by the Region Proposal Network (RPN) during training (part 6.)
Region Proposal Network
The purpose of the RPN is to pre-check and refine which locations before sending them to the detection and classification network to finalize them (section). It is a simple 3 layer convolutional network which has one layer that is fed into two sibling fully connected layers used for classification and bounding box regression, respectively. Each region surrounding an anchor is regressed to the tighten and center around the position most likely to be an object location [15] . During training, proposals that overlap the ground-truth objects with an Intersection over Union (IoU) greater than 0.5 are considered foreground, while those with a 0.1 IoU or less are considered background objects, while the rest are ignored. A fixed number of proposals is then output as this class probability representing the objectness score and a refined estimation of it's rectangular coordinates [15] . Non-maximum suppression (NMS) is used to ensure there is not an overlap of the proposed regions, retaining the overlapping boxes with the highest probabilities. Check this from Deep-mitosis: The loss for the RPN network is defined as below [27] .
• g i represents the probability of anchor i being a mitosis in a mini batch,
• g * i is the ground-truth label for anchor i being a mitosis • f i , f * i are the four dimensional bounding box coordinates for anchor i and the ground-truth, respectively
• L cls denotes cross entropy loss for RPN network, and L reg denotes smooth L 1 loss for regression
• N cls denotes the size of a mini-batch, and N reg is the number of anchor locations.
• λ is a hyper-parameter to balance the two losses Note, that the arrow pointing towards the RPN in Figure 1 is directed from the last-layer feature map in the Faster R-CNN RGB stream, because the RPN shares convolutional features with this CNN only, as it is shown to be most efficient for measuring color changes [44] .
Region of Interest Pooling
The Region of Interest (RoI) pooling layer (part 7) takes all of the arbitrary sized spatial feature maps provided by the RPN and converts them into a fixed size feature vector using max-pooling [32] . The segmentation and RGB streams share the RoI pooling layer, so each of these two CNN feature maps are pooled with indices and coordinates from the RGB RoI.
Detection Network
The Detection Network (also known as R-CNN) further classifies and regresses the boxes against the actual mitosis regions for final prediction beyond just foreground and background objects (as in the RPN)
Bounding Box Regression
Only the RGB stream RoI features are used to finalize object coordinates because they perform better than segmentation features in the RPN [45] . This is for bounding box regression using smooth L 1 loss as shown in part 8 and the equations below.
Bilinear Pooling
Compact bilinear pooling is used in part 9 of Figure 1 to fuse the co-occurence of features from both streams while maintaining the spatial location information [8] . The RoI are combined using a two stream of CNN, and the output is equal to f T RGB f seg , where f RGB is the RoI of the RGB stream and f seg is the RoI of the segmentation stream [14] .
Classification
The final predicted classes are output from the network's fully connected and soft-max layers using sparse cross entropy loss (part 10).
Total Loss Function
The backward propagated signals from the RPN loss and the Fast R-CNN loss are combined for shared layers [9] , so the total network loss function is the sum of all 3 of the loss components as shown below:
where • L total denotes total loss • L RP N denotes the RPN loss • L mitosis denotes the final cross entropy classification loss (based on the output of multi-stream pooling)
• L bbox denotes the final bounding box regression loss
• f RGB represents the RoI from the RGB stream
• f seg represents the RoI from the segmentation stream 5 Experiments
Training Data Preparation
The multi-stream model was first trained on a subset of the MITOS-ATYPIA-14 contest dataset [30] . Image data for this contest was obtained with the Aperio Scanscope XT and the Hamamatsu Nanozoomer 2.0-HT slide scanners and stained with standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) dyes. The X40 resolution training set provided consists of 1,136 labeled 1539 × 1376 pixel HPF frames, containing 749 labeled mitotic cells in 22 compressed files. Image annotations for the coordinates of the center pixel each mitosis are made by two senior pathologists, where if one disagrees a third will give the final say. According to the contest evaluation criteria, a correct detection is the one that lies within 32 pixels from this centroid of the ground truth mitosis. Contestants are ranked according to their F-measure, which is a harmonic mean of precision and recall (sensitivity), as described below.
F − measure = 2 · (precision · sensitivity) (precision + sensitivity)
The precision measures how accurate the predictions are using the percentage of the correct predictions out of the total. It is calculated using the F P which represents the number of false positive predictions, and T P which is the number of true positive predictions, as shown below:
The recall measures how well all the positives are found in the test set, where F N is the number of false negatives (those ground truths which were not detected), as shown below Recall = T P F N + T P
One of the official training set files was designated for testing (A03, consisting of 96 images containing 135 mitosis), which is comparable to other groups who tested on this data. On the other hand this is a smaller training and test set than contestants used, since annotations are only provided for the training data. HPF slides were converted from TIFF to JPEG image fills, before being cropped into 16 equally sized subsections. Next, the subsections were expanded to 1.7 times the original image size to increase the mitosis size to be large enough compared to the smallest detectable object size of Faster RCNN.
Results
When the network was tested on the MITOS-ATYPIA-2014 dataset, an Fmeasure score of 0.507 was obtained. This is already significantly higher than contest winners score of 0.356, and our network was trained on a smaller portion of the training set with little data augmentation to the training data. Beyond the contest winners this is also higher than a recent similar tests on this dataset using deep learning and achieving scores of 0.437 and 0.442 [18] . 
Conclusion
It will next be tested in combination with multiple or alternate methods in a multilinear model with 2 or more separate segmentation streams to find which method provides the best information. There are also various methods of preparing the training images, such as rotating, mirroring, resizing, using a sliding window, estimating the mitosis bounding boxes (more precisely than using the centroid alone) and cropping out images containing mitosis cross boundaries can then help provide more training samples to the network and significantly improve accuracy when the size of the training data is small [18] [19] . Modifications to the network layers and parameters will likely lead to additional improvements [31] [17] .
